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INTRODUCTION
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Dear Partner,

In this document you will find general information about our 
Corporate Identity, a guide on how to implement and present 
our services on your domain, as well as what you are allowed to 
say and can not say when presenting our brand and services on 
your website. It is important to note that unless otherwise 
described, the points found in this guide are requirements and 
not recommendations.

Confidentiality Disclosure

This document and the information in it are provided in 
confidence, for the sole purpose of benefiting the collaboration 
between AUTO1 Group and the receiving party, and may not be 
disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose with 
the express written permission of the disclosing party.



CORPORATE IDENTITY

In order to protect our Corporate Identity it is important you use the following logos and colour 
codings when presenting our brand. For your convenience, a folder including the jpgs will be 
shared with you separately through email. 
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Primary Typeface

Open Sans Regular
“The quick onyx goblin jumps over the lazy dwarf"
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( @ & $ * : ; ! ? )

wkda Orange
#E87524
R232 G117 B36
C0 M64 Y91 K0
Pantone 158 C
RAL 2003

Primary Colors

Secondary Colors

wkda Blue
#E87524
R232 G117 B36
C0 M64 Y91 K0
Pantone 158 C
RAL 2003

wkda Light Blue
#015F9B
R1 G95 B155
C95 M65 Y13 K1

Text
#333333

Grey | Background 
Grey
#CCCCCC | #F2F2F2

Highlight Dark Grey | 
Highlight Light Grey
#DFDFDF | #F6F6F6

wkda Baby Blue
#C9E1EB
R201 G225 B235
C20 M4 Y5 K0
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We provide you with a ready to use widget. The widget has been 
designed to represent our corporate identity. Use of our colors 
and brand will result in recognition of our trusted brand and 
therefore higher amounts of conversions. It is not allowed to 
change the widget colors without explicit approval from Auto1. 
It is possible to adjust the widget size to better suit your 
website. 

CORPORATE IDENTITY
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Marke

Modell

Erstzulassung

Jetzt bewerten

Kostenlose Online-Bewertung 
Ihres Autos 



We provide you with the following two sets of pictograms. When 
you are using the API solution you have to pick one of the two 
options. The pictograms have been carefully designed to best 
explain our service. They are furthermore used on our own 
website and therefore maximize consistency, recognition and 
performance. 

Usage of the pictograms is optional when you are using a 
different admedia solution than the API.

CORPORATE IDENTITY
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Kostenlose Bewertung Unverbindliche
Expertenbewertung

Verkauf auf Wunsch

Online-Fahrzeugbewertung
in 2 Minuten

Termin vor Ort buchen Sofortige Zahlung &
kostenlose Abmeldung



OUR SERVICES
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For all our admedia solutions we recommend that you 
accompany them by an explanation of our services. This is only 
mandatory for the API solution. We provide you with the 
following description of our service to avoid confusion among 
your visitors. You are free to use the following text or create a 
similar version of your own. In case you do, it is important your 
account manager gives his or her signoff before the text goes 
online. 

wirkaufendeinauto.de is a professional partner who 
helps people to sell their cars easily, fast, safely and in a 
convenient way. Throughout the process we continually 
provide customers with helpful information and support, 
whether it be on the website or in one of our branches. 
We never force anything: we simply provide a basis for 
decision-making.



OUR SERVICES
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3-Step Car Sale

The customer visits wirkaufendeinauto.de and enters their 
car information (make, model, year and mileage) to receive 
instantly an initial online estimate. This is the entry point to 
our car-selling service and help us to create a first touch-point 
with potential customers even if they don’t plan to sell their car 
yet.

They can decide to book a free appointment in one of our 
120 branches in Germany for a professional inspection and final 
car valuation.

Following the inspection, and if the customer is interested in 
selling, they will be offered several selling options based on 
their preference and  needs.  On  average  the  car  inspection  
takes  30  minutes  and  90%  of  the  sellers  are  receiving  an  
initial  offer  30  minutes  after  the inspection.

Verkauf 
auf Wunsch

Unverbindliche 
Expertenbewertung

Kostenlose 
Onlinebewertung



OUR SERVICES
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Selling Options

Based on a free online evaluation service and a thorough 
inspection by experts at the branch, wirkaufendeinauto.de 
provides the following selling options:

Since September 2018 we merged Direct Sale and Dealer 
Auction so every inspected car will also be proposed on 
AUTO1’s B2B marketplace. By opening the sale to a wide range 
of car-dealers the seller is likely to receive additional offers than 
the one from wirkaufendeinauto.de and can choose the best 
offer accordingly.

Most cars are purchased 
directly after inspection by 
wirkaufendeinauto.de

Fast payment

Full service, including 
transaction process and vehicle 
deregistration

Process is non-binding and 
100% free of charge

Offer valid for 5 days

The car is available for 48h on 
AUTO1’s B2B marketplace. Over 
55,000 dealers have access and 
can place bids on the car

Live view and daily overview of 
all incoming bids

Highest bid is valid up to 5 days 
after the auction ends

Process is non-binding and 
100% free of charge for the 
customer

Car is marketed at the 
customer’s desired price

Professional support including:
- rating
- car description & photos
- listing on used-car platforms
- call answering
- referring reputable prospects 
only

Process is non-binding



API USAGE
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If you have chosen to integrate our API on your domain, there 
are a few important points to include:

It should be clear the API is hosted by 
wirkaufendeinauto.de. 
To make this clear you should use one “powered by” logo´s 
presented in the begin of this guide. (min pixel size 238*42)

The API should be accompanied by a clear text presenting 
our service. You are free to use the text in this guide or 
create your own version.

We suggest you include the pictograms provided to present 
our service in a visual form. 



DO’S
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Our core promises

Fastest, safest and easiest way to sell a car: 
Maximum level trust, service orientation and professionalism 
are core USPs

Free  of  charge
Our  online  service,  valuation  service  and  branch  advisory 
services are 100% free

Professional
We professionally evaluate cars and advise on the best possible 
sale: wkda direct sale, wkda private sale or wkda dealer auction.

Non-binding
No obligation to sell at any time in the process.

Stress-free
Full service, including vehicle deregistration and fast payment.

Personal support
We are not only a website funnel but a large, branch- based 
operation staffed by real people providing advice and support.



DONT’S
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What you CAN’T say

The online price is an 
actual offer for your car

We buy any car, in any 
state

We offer the highest price

Immediate payment

The online price is only a 
quotation and not the 
actual price

We buy most cars

We get you the best price 
through our network

Fast payment

What you CAN say



DONT’S
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What you shouldn’t do

Our brand is written as wirkaufendeinauto.de, without 
capital letters and including .de. You should refrain from 
writing our brand differently such as Wirkaufendeinauto.de, 
Wirkaufendeinauto, wir kaufen dein auto and other forms 
that differ from wirkaufendeinauto.de

You should not present our services as if they are your own. 
wirkaufendeinauto is offering the trade in service and this 
should be clear to the users. This also results in lower 
bounce rates and consequently higher conversions and 
payouts.

The landing page used to present our services should not 
mimic the wirkaufendeinauto.de domain.

Our admedia should not be placed on pages that can be 
found to be misleading (e.g. landing pages about scrap cars, 
tradeinbonusses, cashbacks or incentives). 

The aim of integrating our admedia solutions is to do so on 
existing parts of your website. 

Misleading practices and false claims can result in harm to our 
and your brand, and therefore will result in exclusion from our 
program. They can furthermore result in legal claims.

Our team is there to help should anything remain unclear when 
implementing and presenting our services.


